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"The Facebook Team" <ip+uxwzx0u@support.facebook.com>
jamesbertini@yahoo.com

Hi James,
Thanks for your email. As you know, we received a claim of alleged rights infringement regarding the removed
content. Per Facebook's Statement of Rights and Responsibilities, users are prohibited from posting infringing
content on the site.
If you believe that we have made a mistake in removing this content, then please contact the complaining party
directly with the following information to resolve your issue:
Notice #: [254591191]
Contact Information:
Name - [Jules Dervaes]
Email - [dervaes@dervaesinstitute.com]
If both parties agree to restore the reported content, please ask the complaining party to contact us via email
with a copy of the agreement so that we can refer to the original issue. We will not be able to restore this
content to Facebook unless we receive explicit notice of consent from the complaining party.
Thanks for contacting Facebook,
Audrina
User Operations
Facebook
-----Original Message to Facebook----From: James Bertini (jamesbertini@yahoo.com)
To: The Facebook Team
Subject: Web page disabled
Facebook,
We received notice last night that our fan page for Denver Urban Homesteading is disabled due to copyright
violation.
This website is about our indoor farmers' market, and all the messages I send to the readers are my own words
promoting the market and the vendors.
All the photos I post are photos of my own homestead or of the products that we sell in the market with all
pictures taken on our property.
It is inconceivable that we have violated any copyright laws.
Please help us understand what has happened and how we can get to use this page again.
Thank you.
James Bertini
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Denver, Colorado
303 572-3122

Hello,
We have removed or disabled access to the following content that you have posted on Facebook because we
received a notice from a third party that the content infringes or otherwise violates their rights:
[Page: Denver Urban Homesteading]
We strongly encourage you to review the content you have posted to Facebook to make sure that you have not
posted any other infringing content, as it is our policy to terminate the accounts of repeat infringers when
appropriate.
If you believe that we have made a mistake in removing this content, then please visit our Help Center at
http://www.facebook.com/help/?page=1108
The Facebook Team
-----End Original Message to Facebook-----
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